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PREFACE

Dear Mama Alice friends,
After a very difficult 2020 we had hoped that the situation for our families in 
Ayacucho would improve last year. Unfortunately, again, Ayacucho and Peru 
were spared little in 2021. Peru has the highest rate of corona deaths. Some 
people in our team became seriously ill due to corona. One of my colleagues 
and I still suffer from post covid symptoms. 

The number of students with severe problems increased the last twee years. A 
sad high amount of children suffer from parental englect due to economic 
needs. Furthermore, poverty, school dropout and social problems increased.

We lent mobile phones to 80 families to be able to work virtually with our 
children en their families. In addition to the virtual help, all Mama Alice 
teammembers went 3 times per week to Yanama, complying with safety 
regulations. Many families in Yanama were living constantly in fear of 
contagion, knowing that they would not have the financial resources to be 
treated or even to buy oxygen. The percentage of children with psycho-social 
difficulties increased significantly.  

In this report we show that in difficult circumstances and very harsh times, we 
managed to achieve wonderful things and we were able to prevent problems, 
such as school dropout. Working with people in great need is emotional and 
sometimes difficult, but also gives great satisfaction and motivation.

Thank you all so much for your help and hopefuly we will receive your 
continuing support the next years. 

Together we can support in the coming years many more children and their 
families towards a better and happier future!

Frederique Kallen
Chairwoman NGO Mama Alice
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NGO Mama Alice

Ayacucho 

Intervention

Hospitality Training Center (HTC) QuinuaQ 

Impact of Our Strategy in 2021

Since 2005, the non-governmental organization (NGO) Mama Alice has been working in Ayacucho, 

Peru, to help children, adolescents and families in disadvantaged situations in their community.

Ayacucho was once the center of the pre-Hispanic Huari culture, and it was the Battle of Ayacucho 

that sealed Latin American independence. In recent history, however, Ayacucho has been marked by 

underdevelopment, isolation and poverty.

The long lockdown in 2020 and 2021, lack of income and serious concerns about the pandemic have 

exacerbated the dire financial situation of many families in Ayacucho.

We are known for our deep and broad interventions, changing a community from the inside-out. We 

work with full transparency towards our donors. We empower people to seize life's opportunities – 

using their newfound, improved circumstances to help others in return. We support children, 

adolescents and their families, focussed on empowering girls and women.

The most important goal of QuinuaQ is 'to create training, internships and employment for young 

people'. A second important goal of QuinuaQ is 'to generate income for the activities of Mama Alice 

in the poorest communities and become less dependent on donations from abroad'. 50% Of all 

Peruvian restaurants didn´t survive the lockdowns and later restrictions. QuinuaQ faced many 

difficulties in 2021, but luckily had enough financial reserves. 
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2021 Budget

Individual work with children

Prevention and direct treatment

Hospitality Training Center

Primary Education students

Kindergarten students

Work with families

Construction and furnishure HTC

Individual Education students

Total Vocational Trainings

Vocational Trainings

Programs

TOTAL BUDGET 2021

Vocational training waiter/bartender/cook 2021-2022

Highschool Education students

Total budget NGO Mama Alice (excl. Vocational        

Total Hospitality Training Center

Music lessons

 25,911.95

Total in Euro

98,465.43

Total in Soles

18,884.66

9,613.93

71,761.69

36,532.95

18,896.63

0.00

 71,807.20

0.00

 11,845.6545,013.48

Total in Euros

Total in Euros

171,320.08

41,487.95

Total in Soles

Total in Soles

653,797.14

161,803.00     

 20,434.6477,651.63

129,472.13

0.00

491,994.14

0.00

 1,273.68 

 22,610.99

4,840.00

 85,921.76

41,847.95161,803.00

Trainings



Income Statement 2021

Categories

Income

Main programs Mama Alice

Foundation Mamita Alice

Foundation Kinderen van de Zon

Individual work with children

 UEFA Foundation

HTC

Other donations

Work with families

Highschool education

Primary education

Preventión and direct treatment

Subtotal UEFA Foundation

Subtotal other donations

Subtotal HTC

TOTAL MAIN PROGRAMS MAMA ALICE

TOTAL MAIN PROGRAMS MAMA ALICE AND HTC

Vocational training

Subtotal Kinderen van de Zon

Subtotal Foundation Mamita Alice

Football camps

Primary Education

Constructions and implementations

Music lessons

Pre-primary educatión, individual 

 22,888.37  98,420.00 

 25,528.80 

 26,169.14 

Total in Euros

Fecha

 109,773.85 

112,527.32 

Total in Soles

Fecha

 19,027.91   81,820.00 

 21,023.26 

 113,105.43 

90,400.00  

486,353.34 

 39,532.08  

 4,926.72  

 13,975.87

 169,987.94   

 21,184.88 

60,096.23   

51,697.95 222,301.17 

 1,148.84  4,940.00   

22,907.75 

 26,109.30 

 98,503.34 

 112,270.00 

 39,532.08  

 4,926.72  

13,975.87

 209,262.17 

 223,238.04 

169,987.94 

 21,184.88   

 60,096.23 

 899,827.33 

959,923.56
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Expenses

Expenses

Categories

Main programs Mama Alice

HTC

Salaries - short contracts

Salaries well-being, education and office personal - 

year contracts

Health costs

Transport students (football camps and vocational trainings

Office materials

Repair roof HTC 

Cleaning materials 

Delimitation borders terrain HTC 

Food, hygiene packages for families

Results income and expenses 2021

Depletion of fixed assets MA

Depletion of fixed assets HTC

Basic services 

Internet costs students and families Yanama

Subtotal

Costs pick up car 4x4

Subtotal

Materials and ingredients vocational training

Systems maintenance

Construction of electricity system, medium tension

Transport team Mama Alice 

Auditor Accountant

Tecnical study and construction water treatment 

installation

Office costs (international health care and visum costs)

Improvement road to HTC

Municipal services and maintenance

Total

Bank costs

Extra activities (Christmas etc.)

Costs in Lima

24,564.40   105,626.90 

74,814.12

In Euros

321,700.71 

In Soles

1,089.75   4,685.91 

8,145.35 35,025.00 

13,042.24 

912.33 

26,268.27 

56,081.62   

3,923.00 

112,953.56  

697.67   

26,740.63 

4,912.19 

954.65 

1,097.06 

245,613.10

210.82 

3,000.00 

114,984.72  

21,122.40 

4,105.00 

4,717.37     

1,056,136.33   

906.51 

8,644.71 37,172.27 

13,361.55  57,454.66   

395.28 1,699.70 

4,906.07   

819.65 

922.51  

697.67 

712.09    

-22,375.06

3,406.62

13,604.49

4,368.77 

9,398.47  

69,085.37  

925.75 

176,527.73 

21,096.09 

3,524.50 

3,966.79   

3,000.00    

3,062.00  

-96,212.17

14,648.45

58,499.32

18,785.70  

40,413.43  

297,067.10  

3,980.72 

759,069.23 

*Because the Euro-Sol exchange rate is extremely volatile, we used the same exchange rate that the 

budget is based on (1 euro = 4.3 sol).
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Part: 1 About NGO Mama Alice

       In 2005, Frederique Kallen founded Mama Alice in the city of Ayacucho to address the urgent needs 

and challenges facing children in the region such as; neglect, domestic violence, alcoholism, sexual 

abuse, poor hygiene, and malnutrition.

 

In Ayacucho, 50% of the children drop out of school before completing their secondary education. 

Low self-worth and high suicide rates among children and teens permeate the city. This is an 

unsurprising statistic, given that 70% of children involved with Mama Alice's programs are victims of 

domestic violence or sexual abuse. 

Gender relations in Peru are far from equal; women take on a traditional role as mother and 

caregiver, don't get paid equally, and have to endure a lot of domestic abuse. Therefore, Mama Alice 

sees it as an important task to empower the girls and women we work with.

We work across 5 key areas of:

NGO Mama Alice is known for deep and broad interventions, changing a community from the inside 

out. We work with full transparency to empower people to seize life's opportunities – using their 

newfound, improved circumstances to help others in return. 

Mama Alice is a Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO), legally recognized by the Peruvian state and 

registered with the ’Agencia Peruana de Cooperación Internacional’ (APCI); the Peruvian 

government body responsible for monitoring international cooperation organizations. Through the 

aid of our donors, we currently support permanent change for approximately 500 Peruvians directly 

each year. Indirectly, our work supports countless more, up to 1500. Since 2005 we increased both 

the scale and value of our project to the Peruvian society with the help of many donors. As a small, 

innovative NGO, we constantly reflect on our work and evaluate and improve it, thus ensuring the 

greatest impact. 

Lowering dropout rates, improving

school results, and a focus on female
participation.

Better communication within families:

tackling and preventing domestic and

sexual violence, and empowerment

within the family.

Better organization of neighborhoods:

organizations work together, engage in

preventive activities, and develop better

social infrastructure while retaining

cultural identity.

Treatment of physical and mental

health, preventative measures and

hygiene practices.

Improving access to the labor market

(vocational training), better knowledge

of labor rights and employer / employee

obligations, creation of internships and

workplace opportunities.

1 Education

2. Families

3. Socio
Cultural

4. Health

5. Financial 

foto 
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1. Our Mission & Strategy 

  

  

 

 

Mission Statement 

NGO Mama Alice helps communities in extreme poverty and with major psychosocial problems, to 

improve the quality of life and increase the future prospects by: 

• Promoting independence and resilience, enabling some of the most vulnerable sections of the 

community. 

• Supporting children and their families by investing in education, well-being, and vocational 

training. Striving for local cooperation. 

• Empowering girls and women. 

• Empowering people to seize life's opportunities – using their newfound, improved circumstances 

to help others in return.
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SWOT analysis

Strategy 

We defined our Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threads as follows: 

We believe that a sustainable improvement of the community is only achieved when all aspects of 

life are addressed. In the communities selected by Mama Alice, almost all families live in a harrowing 

situation: poverty, often accompanied by domestic violence, alcoholism, sexual abuse, poor hygiene 

or malnutrition. These problems have a major impact on all family members and the educational 

performance of the children.

STRENGTHS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

WEAKNESSES 

THREADS 

A small organization with self-reflection and a •
strong long-term vision. 

Large impact in the community and on a large •
number of children. 

Good partnerships with Dutch and Peruvian •
organizations. 

Transparency and professionalism of the •
organization. 

NGO Mama Alice adapted her work well to the ever-•
changing circumstances due to the pandemic. 

We gained a lot of experience in helping and/or •
training people through online communication. 

Set up an income-generating project, QuinuaQ, to •
be less dependent on fundraising in Peru and the 

Netherlands. 

Due to Covid-19, the government is being pushed to •
better healthcare and health insurance. 

The pandemic accelerated the digitalization of •
education. 

Extending our vocational training for girls and •
women from rural areas. 

Not enough resources to contract enough •
professional employees. 

Tasks of Frederique have been expanded; finding •
good assistance is proving difficult. 

 Little expertise in working with aggressors. •
Less efficient communication internally and •
externally, due to digital restrictions. 

Crime and violence are increasing in Ayacucho. •
Due to  the Covid-19 pandemic and the •
lockdowns, many families had no income for 

longer periods of time. 

Lockdowns due to Covid-19 have made it more •
difficult to help our families directly. 

We are not immune to the Covid-19 virus and •
healthcare is very tough to get in Peru. 

Due to the lockdowns and restricions in 2021 we •
were obliged to close QuinuaQ almost all 

Sundays. 
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SWOT analysis

Impact of Our Strategy 

We defined our Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threads as follows: 

Since 2016 we work in the Yanama district. After receiving requests for help from various 

communities, Mama Alice selected Yanama because of their urgent need for our help. Most families 

live in extreme poverty, there is no sewage and no clean water. There are many psychosocial 

problems. Mama Alice has been able to establish a very good relationship with the primary and 

secondary school and other institutions in Yanama as well as with the families from Yanama.

We focus on working with girls and women, because their conditions and future opportunities (good 

education, access to employment, fair payment, equal rights) are poor, especially for girls and 

women from rural areas. 

Theory of Change NGO Mama Alice 

INITIAL SITUATION INTERVENTION

• Community in extreme 

poverty  

• Poor social infrastructure  

• Disadvantaged children  

• High percentage of school 

dropouts  

• Little medical care  

• Poor diet  

• Domestic violence 

• Neglect  Discrimination  

• Disadvantage girls  

• Sexual abuse  

• Negative self-image  

VOCATIONAL 
TRAININGS 

• Professional expertise  

• Personal development  

• Commercial skills 

WELL-BEING 
• Prevention  

• Guidance on health and 

psychosocial problems  

• Supervision and 

therapy of children and 

 

COMMUNITY 

• Leadership  

• Cooperation with 

authorities  

• Improve social 

infrastructure  

• Improve financial 

opportunities  

• Gender equity  

• Creating awareness 

HOSPITALITY 
TRAINING CENTER 

• Training places for 

waiter, bartender, and 

cook  

• Generate internships  

• Generate workplaces  

• Generate income  

• Generate brand 

awareness 

RESULTS 
• An independent and resilient 

community with improved 

developmental capabilities, 

problem-solving skills, and 

coping mechanisms  

• Highly improved educational 

results  

• Positive self-image and the 

belief in a better future  

• Access to the labor market  

• More equality boys and girls  

• More harmony in family 

atmosphere  

• Responsibility for 

sustainability  

• Improved hygiene, nutrition, 

and health  

• Improvements in psychosocial 

wellbeing  

• More sustainability, less 

dependent on fundraising

EDUCATION
• From preprimary up to 

Secondary education  

• Sports, games, culture, 

and creative lessons  

• Personal development 

and coaching  

• Computer education  

• Individual education 
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Since 2018 we are also working in Quinua, a small village a one-hour drive away from Ayacucho. We 

offer vocational training to be a waiter/bartender/cook. We have also realized a water supply for 

Lorenzayocc, a hamlet of Quinua. 

NGO Mama Alice has a social media presence on Facebook (Mama Alice Peru with 4,121 followers and 

QuinuaQ with 11,288 followers). In early 2019 we started an Instagram page to share pictures of our 

work, Ayacucho, and our students. Mama Alice primarily uses Facebook as social media channel to 

keep everyone informed of the latest news. 

Over the years NGO Mama Alice and Frederique Kallen have received numerous awards and prizes. 

We are very proud that others recognize the importance of our work and award us with their 

recognition and prize money. On our website, you'll find a list of all received prizes 

(www.mamaalice.org/media).

Online Presence 

Impact in numbers  

Recognition of Our Work 
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Mama Alice has a flat organizational structure. The management team is small, not only to save 

money but also because it allows us to respond quickly to changing circumstances. During the 

pandemic, this proved to be one of the reasons we were able to achieve so much as an organization 

under very restrictive circumstances. 

The Mama Alice team in Peru is responsible for the operational work and also takes part in 

fundraising activities, with the aim of achieving sustainability of the operational work.

The Peruvian team consists of enthusiastic and qualified employees and is regularly supported by 

Peruvian and European volunteers. 

As chairman of the board of Mama Alice Peru, Frederique Kallen is responsible for monitoring the 

projects, fundraising, future plans, new projects, and the contact between the Dutch cooperation 

partners and Peru. After graduating from the conservatory with a degree in music therapy, 

Frederique began volunteering in Latin America and Africa. In 2005, Frederique started NGO Mama 

Alice in Ayacucho, Peru: “At Mama Alice, we are about permanent, sustainable change. Ultimately, we 

want to reach a self-sufficient, thriving Peru – one in which our charity will no longer need to exist.” 

Yrene Crisante Quispe is the board secretary. She studied 'archeology and history' and worked 4 

years as a teacher in Mama Alice. Then she studied 'cutting and clothing industry' and worked 9 

more years in Mama Alice with Las Mamitas program and as a teacher vocational training machine 

sewing. Yrene has her own clothing store. Yrene: “ I´m proud and I love being a boardmember of NGO 

Mama Alice. The NGO does important work, creating real changes for a better quality of life for 

thousands of children, adolescents and mothers. I hope that Mama Alice will continue her work for 

many more years, supporting children with their direst needs.”

Angela Jauregui Sanchez is the treasurer of the NGO. Angela is a nursery teacher. After graduation, 

she worked in a rural public school for several years. Then she worked as a nursery teacher at Mama 

Alice for 3 years. For the next 10 years she studied human recourses and assisted the Mama Alice 

staff. Angela now lives and works in the Netherlands, informing many

Dutch people about the importance of our work in Ayacucho. 

NGO Mama Alice Organization 

Mama Alice Team 

Mama Alice Board 
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To promote sustainability and responsibility, it was important for NGO Mama Alice to employ a local 

director. The Peruvian Elba Zegarra Vila became director in 2010. She has been working at Mama 

Alice Peru since its foundation in 2005. Elba is licensed in nursing by profession, she graduated in 

epidemiology, human resources, and administration; she also has a master's degree in industrial 

psychology. Apart from Elba, our management team is composed of Flor Cuenca Pillpe (Accountant) 

and Zoila Rosales Palomino (Social worker). Together these three women head the Mama Alice 

organization. More information about our management team as well as our team members can be 

found on our website. Frederique Kallen is the project advisor to the director and management of 

Mama Alice.

 In 2021 the following volunteers and interns helped our team: 

Universidad Nacional  San Cristóbal de Huamanga – Social Work

Social work seeks to improve; the quality of life, personal and familial well-being, human rights, 

people skills, and abilities. This is so that they can be agents of their own change in the future.

Interns from 3rd year: 

Chanhualla Barrientos Gavi Milagros

Candia Cangana Sait Estafany

Conga Condori Joeliza Fiorela

Huaman Quispe Ana Luz

Interns from 4th year:

Yesenia Lozano Ochoa

Patricia Rubí Mendoza Lindo

Kosset Shirley Huaman Munaylla

 

Rubia Korstanje

KU Leuven - Master in Sustainable Development – Space and Society Track

An interdisciplinary research-driven master with a focus on the balance of ecological, social, and 

economic sustainability. The master looks at the sustainability transition in both the Global North 

and the Global South. Main tasks internship in Mama Alice: Impact and exit strategy Yanama, Social 

media

Lot Fouquet

Intercultural cooperation North South. Through courses like intercultural competence, 

globalization, project management, and an internship in an NGO in a Southern country, they try to 

make each of us a bit more of a global citizen. Main tasks internship in Mama Alice: Education, Social 

media 

Hans Soolsma

HAN – Nijmegen Music Therapy

Teach clients to come closer to themselves through music.

Main tasks internship in Mama Alice: Therapy with individual clients and students from the 

Vocational Training

Volunteers & Interns

Photo, left to right: Patricia, Sait, Gavi y Ana 
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NGO Mama Alice can carry out her work thanks to the support of various funds, donors, and 

partners. Our main partners in The Netherlands are Mamita Alice Foundation 

( ), the Kinderen van de Zon Foundation ( ), and www.mamitaalice.org www.kinderenvandezon.org

Global Exploration Foundation ( ).www.global-exploration.nl

Mama Alice Partners 

In Peru, Mama Alice works together with other organizations when possible and useful. Several 

other NGOs and public institutions are also active in Ayacucho. Where there is common ground, 

cooperation takes place and experiences are exchanged. More information on our partners can be 

found on their respective websites.
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Ayacucho was once the center of the pre-Hispanic Huari culture, and it was the Battle of Ayacucho 

that sealed Latin American independence. In recent history, however, Ayacucho has been marked by 

underdevelopment, isolation, and poverty. People from the rural areas migrate to the city of 

Ayacucho, hoping to make a better life for themselves. These economic refugees settle on the 

outskirts of Ayacucho, where they lack basic facilities such as water, sanitation, and electricity, 

which in turn leads to an increase in infectious diseases. Unemployment is high and can result in 

poverty, family break-ups, and violence, malnutrition, or even the abandonment of children. The 

economic development of Peru is noticeable in Ayacucho, but the poorest communities hardly 

participate in this progress. Our activities remain very necessary here.

About Ayacucho 

Ayacucho facts• 39.4% of the Ayacucho population lives 

in poverty, 7.8% in extreme poverty 

• 24.1 % of the population has only 

completed primary school 

• 13.4 % of the Ayacucho population is 

illiterate. 

• 64% of women in Ayacucho were once 

victims of sexual violence; in 33% of the 

cases, the attacker was a family 

member 

• In 2021, 147 women were murdered and 

5000 missing in Peru

• In January 2021 alone, 4,149 children 

and adolescents were attended for 

violence  (133 cases per day). Of this 

population, adolescents from 12 to 17 

years old are the most violated (46.4%), 

followed by children from 6 to 11 years 

old (36.6%) and from 0 to 5 years old 

(16.9%)

• In 2021 there were 5,728 cases of rape of 

children and adolescents between 0 

and 17 years of age registered. This 

corresponds to 67.5% of the total, which 

shows the situation of lack of 

protection and vulnerability in which 

this sector of the population finds itself 

in Peru

• The prevalence of anemia in children aged 6 to 35 months is 38.8% at the national level during 2021

• In the first quarter of 2021, 9.9 % of adolescents between 14 and 17 years old only work and 22.8 % study and 

work

• The population between 14 and 24 years old, reached a maximum unemployment rate of 18.5% in 2020, in 

contrast to the adult group that reached 11%

• According to official figures, in the last two years around 705,000 children and adolescents have left or are at 

risk of leaving school, which is equivalent to 10% of those enrolled. And it is estimated that this figure will be 

800,000 by the end of 2022’s enrollment process
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Without taking Covid issues into account, we have encountered the following issues since our work 

started in Yanama in 2016: 

• The population of Yanama moved here from different parts of the region, specifically from the 

countryside, where the machismo is very strong, evidencing the submission of women by men 

and preventing the development of women. 

• The families of Yanama in their great majority belong to the evangelical religion, which often 

hinders a treatment in subjects of family planning putting as sustenance that God will decide 

when and how many children they will receive. 

• There are numerous cases of alcoholism in Yanama. Unfortunately, there is no institution that 

provides treatment, exacerbating this situation in many other social problems. 

• In Yanama there is a high level of family violence, expressed in physical, psychological, sexual, 

and economic violence. The great majority of victims are women and children. 

• PISA World Ranking: PISA is the 

OECD's Programme for 

International Student Assessment. 

PISA measures 15-year-olds' ability 

to use their reading, mathematics, 

and science knowledge and skills 

to meet real-life challenges. 

Education has improved in recent 

years, moving Peru up a few places 

on the Pisa World ranking 

(according to the 2018 data) but 

with place 65 out of 77 countries, 

Peru still dangles at the bottom 

and Mama Alice's educational 

support remains indispensable for 

many children. 

• Gender equality for all women and 

girls: The Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights establishes that 

men and women have the same 

rights. But in practice, it appears 

that women and girls are still often 

disadvantaged compared to men 

and boys. Within our education 

program, we ensure that girls have 

the same opportunities as boys. 

Girls represent almost 60% of our 

target group and are more 

constant than boys in their 

attendance.

Difficulties and Problems in Yanama 
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 QuinuaQ is a place for Peruvian and international tourists to enjoy a breath-taking view while 

enjoying delicious meals and signature cocktails. The restobar offers Peruvian food and drinks, and 

specialties from Ayacucho with international influences. Besides the restobar, QuinuaQ offers great 

activities, such as mountain biking, climbing trails, a gnome village, and a shop with products made 

by Mama Alice Mamitas. 

Other goals:

• Promote the use of sustainable construction and materials from the environment; 

• Inform, mobilize, and enthuse visitors and employees about nature and environmental issues; 

• Promote sustainable tourism and hospitality; 

• Create an environment in which cultures come together; 

• Promote the history, culture, and identity of the surroundings of Ayacucho; 

• Be an example for other NGOs who want to become less dependent and more sustainable; 

• Improve brand awareness by several promotional tools for the specific target groups like 

national tourists, international tourists, and donors; 

• Build a strong relationship with the Hotel Management School Maastricht to attract interns 

and/or international volunteers at NGO Mama Alice Peru and expand the donor network in the 

Netherlands.

The Hospitality Training Center QuinuaQ was built in Quinua. At the start in 2019 there was a lot of 

enthusiasm: every Sunday the restaurant was full of Ayacuchans who were looking for good food in 

a relaxing environment on their day off. During the week and on Saturdays there were fewer guests. 

For 2020 QuinuaQ planned on promoting the restaurant to groups, companies, and tourists, but due 

to Covid-19, the restaurant was shut down for almost 7 months. 

The most important goal of QuinuaQ is 'to 

create training, internships and employment 

for young people'. Usually, on a yearly basis, 

between 20 to 50 people receive their 

vocational training in QuinuaQ. Youngsters 

trained as cook/waiter/bartender gain more 

practical experience and better social skills 

than in comparable vocational training from 

other organizations. Therefore, companies 

prefer to contract our students after 

graduation. 

A second important goal of QuinuaQ is 'to 

generate income for the activities of Mama 

Alice in the poorest communities and become 

less dependent on donations from abroad'. To 

be able to generate income, Frederique Kallen 

had to create an (social) enterprise, as Mama 

Alice is a non-profit organization. Social 

Enterprise QuinuaQ is 95% part of Mama Alice. 

The other 5% of the company is  owned by a 

private person. 

Hospitality Training Center (HTC) QuinuaQ
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Part 2 About Peru 

       
Because of the long and tense presidential elections in 2021 and the changes in living conditions in 

Peru due to the covid-19 pandemic, we would like to provide some more background information 

than in previous annual reports.

The present Peruvian president Pedro Castillo won the election in 2021 by a margin of just 44,000 

votes. His victory has shaken the deeply polarised country, especially the political and business elite. 

This during the time that the country was hit hard by the pandemic.

Born in a tiny village in one of Peru's poorest areas, Pedro Castillo grew up helping his illiterate 

parents with farm work. Eventually, he became a schoolteacher and a union leader. 

"Never again a poor man in a rich country!" was a regular message in his campaign rallies, as he 

voiced the frustration of struggling Peruvians. His opponents have tried to portray him as a left-

wing extremist with ties to communist guerrilla groups, allegations, but he denies. He has 

moderated his rhetoric, but critics remain concerned that some of his plans could undermine the 

stability in one of the most stable countries in Latin America.

For his supporters, he represents both the Peru which not shared fully in the country's economic 

growth and a provincial rebellion against Lima, the capital. He won because politics has fragmented, 

because the pandemic exposed injustice and neglect, and because many Peruvians could not bring 

themselves to vote for his opponent, Keiko Fujimori, a conservative whose father ruled the country 

as a corrupt autocrat in the 1990s. 

After one year of presidency, the popularity of Pedro Castilo is in free fall amid soaring inflation and 

mass unrest, and nearly two-thirds of voters think he should quit. In April 2022 president Pedro 

Castillo's government was rejected by 76%.  Disapproval of congress also reached an all-time high of 

79%. 

Since taking office, the former union leader has faced one crisis after another. He survived a second 

impeachment attempt only to be confronted days later by striking truckers and farmers angry about 

the rising cost of fuel and fertilizers. As the broader population joined protests against inflation, he 

ordered a lockdown in Lima that further angered residents.

Under pressure from lawmakers, Castillo lifted the lockdown hours before it was due to end on the 

5th of April, just to watch growing and violent protests in the capital.

Sources: BBC, Bloomberg
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Covid-19 pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devastating impact on young people in Latin America. By the 

middle of September 2021, almost 90 million children in the region were estimated to be out of the 

classroom. As a result, tens of millions of children have been missing out not only on formal 

education but also on the safe spaces they need to interact, play, and grow together. 

Peru has been one of the hardest-hit nations in the region. By June 2021, the country had the highest 

COVID-19 mortality rate in the world and the second-highest number of COVID-19 deaths in the 

region.

As of June 30, 2021, there are 2,057,554 confirmed cases and 192,687 deaths, of which 120,140 and 

1,032, respectively, are children and adolescents. With a population of 32 million and less than 3,000 

ICU beds available nationwide, the health system has struggled to cope with the situation. 

The socioeconomic effects of COVID-19 have been devastating. By December 2020, 1.2 million 

children were pushed into poverty as Peru's GDP fell by 11%, the worst setback in 30 years. Due to 

the pandemic, 705,000 children interrupted their studies or are at risk of doing so, while UNICEF 

estimates a 10.7% increase in anemia and an 8.5% reduction in vaccination rate among children 

under the age of 3. 

The lockdown has also had a devastating impact on children and adolescents' mental health, with 

close to one-third at risk of suffering from psychological difficulties (UNICEF, 2021). In addition, Peru 

has the second largest population of Venezuelan migrants in the region, hosting 1.05 million of 

which over 190,000 are children and adolescents. Since the Covid-19 outbreak, mandatory 

quarantine increased social, economic, and physical vulnerability among incoming and settled 

Venezuelan families, and increased exposure to violence. 

In the midst of a heated presidential election and political uncertainty in 2021, the pandemic has 

increased the risks faced by the most vulnerable. Especially of those whose livelihoods have been 

impacted by the quarantine. This usually concerns; women and girls, families living in poverty or 

headed by self-employed workers, indigenous communities with limited access to health services, 

and migrants and displaced people. The last group has had to live in overcrowded living conditions 

with limited or inexistent local support networks.

The situation in numbers - June 2021

• 2,057,554 Laboratory-confirmed Covid-19 cases

• 120,140 children and adolescents 192,687 Covid-19 deaths 

• 1.05 million Venezuelan migrants and refugees in the country 

• 47.1% of children and adolescents did not attend classes
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Lockdown 

Peru imposed one of the earliest and strictest lockdowns in Latin America back in March 2020 - 

before the UK and some other European countries. The county's borders were shut, curfews were 

imposed, and people could only leave their homes for essential goods. It did not help; infections and 

deaths continued to rise.

A second lockdown was imposed in January 2021 in the capital Lima and in nine other regions 

following a wave of infections that brought hospitals close to a collapse. All IC units (1,600 units) 

were full and people were not able to get the care they so desperately needed. There was a shortage 

of oxygen needed to treat Covid-19 patients. Due to the lack of available health care, thousands of 

people died and most families in Peru have lost loved ones. 

The situation in numbers 2022

There have been 3,580,960 infections and 213,195 coronavirus-related deaths reported in the country 

since the pandemic began. Peru has administered at least 74,987,855 doses of Covid-19 vaccines so far. 

Assuming every person needs 2 doses, that's enough to have vaccinated about 115.3% of the country's 

population.

In 2022, everyone aged 18 and over must have received 3 doses to enter public buildings, banks, 

airplanes, and large stores. Moreover, medical assistance and other emergency services are being  

denied  if a person has not received all three doses.

Education during the Pandemic 2020 -2021

Due to little or complete lack of access to the internet, television  and/or radio,  there was a 5% 

school dropouts (more than 400,000 students!) in high school. The largest school drop-out rate can 

be seen in rural schools.

In 2019, 93% of all toddlers went to school, in 2020 this percentage was reduced to 81%.

There was an increase in the number of adolescents between the age of 14-18 years old that worked: - 

First trimester of 2020: 388,000

     - First quarter of 2021: 485,000

In 2020 the Ministry of Education made it possible to receive educational programs on TV, on 

websites, and on the radio. The programs on TV and radio lasted less than an hour per day. After 

that, the students received homework from their teachers. Our children ran into many problems. 

The children who left for the countryside were deprived of education. The students who stayed in 

Ayacucho also dropped out in the first few weeks because they did not have 

internet/TV/radio/phone at home to follow their education. Many families do not have a TV or radio, 

let alone an Internet connection. The children who were able to watch/listen to the educational 

program had no means of getting in contact with their teachers to receive their homework. 

In Ayacucho 2020

More than half of the public schools were unable to share government education programs with 

their students: 

• 2,203 Schools (78%) did not have access to the Internet. 

• 1,385 Schools (49%) did not have access to Peru's TV education programs. 

• 1,792 Schools (63.5%) could not listen to the radio broadcasts. 

• 15,157 students from public schools, did not participate in distance education.

• 51,079 students had no mobile phones, tablets, and/or laptops

In Ayacucho 2021
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In 2021, some Western donors, who were once education champions, are not funding as many 

initiatives as in the past: Britain recently announced cuts in funding for girls' education in 

developing countries, while Norway's new government subsequently halved a pledge that could 

affect some 2.4 million children. 

While many propose technology – both access to it and training on how to use it – as part of the 

solution, there is also a recognition that it is no panacea and that it needs to be accompanied by 

more comprehensive learning recovery plans.

In remote conflict or poverty-stricken settings like Ayacucho, laptops and iPads aren't always the 

most effective solution. The lack of electricity and internet access -as is the case in the Andes – is a 

challenge. But investing in cell phones could go a long way. 

Peru holds one of the world records for days spent out of school. While other Latin American 

countries, such as Guatemala and Panama, closed schools for a very long time, most reopened a year 

after the pandemic began. 

“We are fearful that short-term budgetary challenges will compromise the medium- and long-term 
potential of each child to realise their dreams,"
 UNICEF

 
Sources: The New Humanitarian, Unicef, Le Monde

 
Mama Alice giving
mobile phones to 
families in Yanama
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’’Holistic solutions, experts said, must also enhance access to a wide range of educational services 

– from school meals to psychosocial and mental health support. Even from an educational 

perspective, it is critical that children are well-nourished, feel safe, and have a sense of 

protection.”

In the developed world, virtual online classes quickly replaced in-person classes. Whereas many 

schools and children in the Global South lacked the computers, broadband connections, or simply 

the means to make online classes possible. As students return to school smoothly in wealthy 

countries after the holidays, tens of millions of children in poorer regions are still facing partial 

school closures or disruption due to the lingering effects of the pandemic. 

“While the impacts of the pandemic [on education] have been universal, they have not been 

uniform,” explained Save the Children's Head of Education Policy James Cox, adding that children 

in marginalized areas – like the poverty-stricken villages of the Andes – have been hit the 

hardest. “It is a real crisis of equity,” he said.

The scale of the education losses – especially when you take into account their knock-on effects 

in existing crisis settings – has far-reaching consequences, not only for the children themselves 

but also for the humanitarian organizations working in those communities.

Since the onset of the pandemic, so-called “learning poverty” – the inability of a 10-year-old child 

to read a basic text – has increased from 50 to 70 percent in low - and middle-income countries.

In regard to children’s learning, the disruptive impacts of prolonged school closures have 

resulted in a major setback – estimates reach as high as an average of 2.8 years of education lost 

for every year of school closure in sub-Saharan Africa. Cox estimated that some children could 

lose 20 percent - or more - of their education. 

   

The UN recently warned that impacted children could lose a combined total of $17 trillion in their 

in lifetime earnings - a sharp rise from the 2020 estimate of a $10 trillion loss. 

But the school closures have already been impacting children in more tangible ways, too: At the 

peak of the pandemic, an estimated 370 million children were unable to access school meals, 

often a steady source of nutrition, worsening food insecurity and malnutrition. Worse still, some 

children will stay out of school permanently.
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Part 3: About Our Work

       
The main objective of Mama Alice is to improve the living conditions and future of children in the 

poorest areas of Peru. Under normal circumstances, we apply the following beliefs & policies: 

At the beginning of 2021, NGO Mama Alice organized football camps for 249 children between the 

ages of 6 to 13 years old. 

Photo: We paid a home visit to all participants for an 

explanation of the FFF camps and to have the parents 

sign the participation form. 

Our Work in 2021

Football, Fun and Friends Camps

We firmly believe that education is the first step to breaking the cycle of poverty. Not only because 

knowledge is power, but also because it improves self-image, self-reliance, and emancipation. At 

Mama Alice, we create a loving and secure environment where children feel valued. They gain hope 

and confidence, which leads to a better educational performance, which ultimately leads to better 

prospects in life

For the past 2 years, Peruvian children only received virtual classes. This has had a major impact on 

their psychological and social development. Despite all the almost insurmountable limitations, the 

Mama Alice team has done everything it can to encourage the proper development of all its 

students. A big help was the fantastic donation from the UEFA Foundation. We were able to organize 

amazing football camps in the beginning of 2021. During these football camps the children were 

guided by our multidisciplinary team, could socialize with their peers, and learned a lot about 

football.

• Developing self-esteem is crucial. 

• Priority should be on education, well-being, and vocational training. 

• Our focus is on gender equity 

• We permanently evaluate whether we're doing 'the Good Things' (added value). 

• We permanently evaluate whether we're doing the Things Well (efficiency). 

• The request for help must come from the communities themselves. 

• In principle, all work is done by Peruvians. 

• Everything we do must be aimed at sustainably improving the social future of the children & 

the communities they live in. 

Education in Mama Alice

Playing and sports are not only important 

to improve physics, but also to improve 

motor development and language. Besides, 

while playing, children learn that they have 

to be considerate of others and how to use 

their imagination.
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The FFF Camps were also offered to Venezuelan refugee children. There is little support or 

understanding for them within the Peruvian population. Most Venezuelan children in Peru live in 

extreme poverty. Their hopeless situation causes a lot of stress, exacerbated by the discrimination 

they experience.

The Ayacuchan and Venezuelan children were immediately excited about joining the camps. 

Unfortunately, there were more interested children than spaces available so we had to make a 

selection and disappoint some children. Weeks in advance children had their bags ready for the big 

day. Full of excitement they would ask the teachers about every detail of the camp.

Nurse Lucia gave instructions about the use of the facilities, including the washing of their hands. At 

home, most of the children have a hole in the ground and none of them knew how to use a lavatory 

bowl. Pressing the soap button and using paper towels (in the restaurant's bathrooms) were new 

experiences as well. In spite of Lucia's lessons, we soon had to contract an extra person to clean the 

lavatories all day long. This, because of the enormous enthusiasm to wash and dry hands 20 times a 

day, after which the paper towels were left on the floor. Moreover, the hygienic use of the lavatory 

bowl appeared a skill that is difficult to learn quickly.

Going on vacation or participating in a camp is impossible for poor children in Peru. The 

unparalleled experience of the camp not only ensured sustainable personal development and better 

football skills but was also an experience of great value for all participants. Besides the sad and 

impressive stories we heard from the children about their home situation, we saw them intensely 

enjoying life in this safe place. A safe place that consisted of fun activities, doing sports, working 

together, healthy and tasteful food, and many new friendships.

We worked with football trainers Yuri, Miguel, and Johnny. They work with the football school 

method of Igor Hameleers from the Netherlands. Igor supported the trainers through online 

counseling because Covid-19 restrictions prevented his flight to Peru.

Photo: The participants brought their clothes in plastic and/or market bags, for most of them it was 

their first time camping. 
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• In January and in May of 2021 NGO Mama Alice organized 8 UEFA FFF Camps. 

• Each camp lasted from Monday to Saturday, 4 camps took place in January and 4 camps in May. 

• Each camp hosted around 30 children, aged between 6 and 13 years: a total of 243 children 

participated in the 8 camps. 

• 95% improved his/her football skills.

• 93% improved his/her social skills

• 99% rated the camp as good to fantastic

• 92% have a more positive self-image after following the camp

 

In the evenings the children called their parents. During the phone conversations, most 

children mentioned immediately how much food they had been given, for example; 'enormous 

pieces of chicken'. They would say that they had not been hungry at all on any of the days. For 

some, calling home was a very emotional task. For others it was a perfect opportunity to brag 

about their successes.
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In our education program we offer homework guidance and additional training for preschool 

children (kindergarten), primary school students and secondary school students. We set ourselves 

the goal of improving the performance of our students in public schools. In this way we prevent 

dropping out and we work on a better self-image and a positive image of the future by gaining 

success experiences.

INITIAL SITUATION 

INTERVENTION

RESULTS

• Peru scores very low on the 

OECD list in terms of 

educational level.  

• High inequality in the level 

of education for 

disadvantaged groups, 

especially in regions such 

as Ayacucho.  

• Low self-esteem of 

students, causing poor 

school results.  

• Few motivated teachers in 

public schools.  

• Almost half of the 

Ayacuchans did not finish 

high school.  

• Children start school at a 

late age.  

• Fewer opportunities for 

girls within the educational 

system.

• We offer children and 

adolescents a 

supplement to public, 

regular education in the 

form of homework 

supervision and 

additional lessons  

• On our premises, we 

create a safe place for 

the children and we 

work on a positive 

selfimage, the 

development of talents 

and creativity.

• The school results of our 

students are 

significantly better.  

• Our students are more 

social and less 

aggressive.  

• Their self-image has 

improved.  

• Their self-reliance has 

improved.  

• Their emancipation has 

increased.  

• Good education 

increases the chance of a 

better future for a child 

and their (future) family.

EDUCATION
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We also offer vocational training to youngsters and young adults; learning a trade will help them to 

find a job or start a small business so they can provide for their families in the future.

Fortunately, with donations from the Netherlands, Mama Alice was able to buy cell phones for 80 

families, which made it possible for them to keep connected with the outside world. With this phone, 

our children received homework from their public-school teachers and the Mama Alice teachers had 

used their 'downtime' to prepare for the virtual classes and therefore were able to give extra lessons 

and homework help via Whatsapp. Our welfare team of psychologists, social workers and nurse were 

able to keep in touch and support all struggling children. We were able to support 64 toddlers, 296 

primary school students, 67 secondary school students, 13 students in individual education, football 

camps for 249 children  and 150 families with psychosocial guidance.  

The Mama Alice students received their homework via smart phones, but were unable to complete 

some homework assignments due to lack of materials at home. In 2021 we again received a donation 

for the purchase of education packages consisting of notebooks, colored pencils, drawings, glue, 

markers, scissors, eraser, ruler, pens, craft materials and paint. We supported the families that were 

most financially affected and this was a huge incentive for the children to continue attending classes 

and doing homework. For hundreds of children we also paid for the printing and copying costs of 

their homework.

The relationship of our teachers with the teachers of the public schools improved considerably 

during the pandamic because of the distribution of the phones and the educational packages we 

provided. We received calls from the public schools when there were concerns about a student and 

we received videos and extra information for tutoring. 

Mama Alice receives input about the children from their teachers in the public schools as well as 

their grade lists. Together with our own observations during homework supervision, we can monitor 

progress and adjust where necessary. 

In the next pages you'll find an overview of our programs per type of school and the results of our 

testing. 
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Pre- Education 

Test results

In 2021 Mama Alice worked with 64 toddlers aged 4 and 5 (43 boys, 30 girls).

Of the 64 preschoolers, 50 children (30 boy, 20 girls) came to all Mama Alice activities.

At the beginning the four-year-old children showed many difficulties in the fine and gross motor 

skills and language. In our group of five-year-old children, more than 50% had learning and 

concentration difficulties. Mama Alice worked on activities to stimulate language, math games and 

all activities were repeated many times. At the end of the schoolyear, 86% of the studentes passed 

the 'academic test' according to their age.

Start Test End Test

Insufficient: 40

Just enough: 8

Good: 2

Insufficient: 1

Just enough: 6

Good: 36

Excelent: 7

In the beginning de children were very shy and many of them did not speak easily. In addition, often 

the children complained about (stress) headaches and children did not know how to express and 

control their emotions. The first 4 months we had to prioritize these problems, because they 

affected their ability to learn new things. We saw a huge improvement in social skills and self esteem 

in 80% of the children. 

We attended 50 boys and girls in small groups on a regular basis and this was reinforced virtually 

with calls, chats and video calls. We also worked with reinforcement sheets to work at home and 

with personalized sessions. After a few months we saw great improvement in our participating 

children. Not only the Mama Alice team, also the school and families in Yanama saw the development 

and therefore more parents asked for help. Also teachers from public schools in Yanama advised 

children with learning difficulties to go to Mama Alice.

Contact with parents

Referals

It were mainly mothers to come to our premises to enroll their children. A whatsapp group was 

formed, the children registered their attendance, but it was also a way of coordinating with the 

parents. Many mothers accompanied their children to Mama Alice, waited for them and continually 

asked the teachers about the progress of their children. We counted with 35 parents, the others 

lacked commitment. At our closing meeting in December, 40 fathers and mothers attended and it 

showed that most parents have confidence in the NGO and are grateful for the help given.

Our Mama Alice teachers work directly with the director of the I.E.I. "Los Angeles de la Paz" in which 

90% of our boys and girls attend. 

In 2021 five cases have been referred to the social area. The first for behavior, the second for seeking 

affection, the third because he didn't talk, the fourth was absent a lot and the fifth case was a family 

with two little brothers who were absent and had no interest in learning.
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Focus 2022 

– Motivate parents to support their children in the academic part and the affective part.

– Execute activities for children from pre-education to socialize with primary school children.

Fun math

In 2021 we often used games to teach maths, because children payed more attention when we 

offered different, fun and easy activities. We worked individually and in groups, using materials 

from the environment. We achieved:

– Children know how to count and differentiate numbers. 

– Children solve small problems with everyday examples of addition and subtraction.

– Children learned about shapes and structures with elements in their environment such as: how 

many angles can we find in a chocolate.  
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William, 4 years old kept 

taking off his mouth mask. I 

kept saying “Put on your 

mouth mask.” Another child 

said: “Put glue on it so that he 

doesn't take it off again.” I said: 

“But then when he wants to 

take off his mask, his whole 

nose goes with it.” All the 

children were laughing, but 

William, startled, took the 

mouth mask out of his pocket 

and didn't take it off for the 

rest of the afternoon assuring 

'to be on the safe side'.

One of the most emotional and valuable moments for the students, but also for me, was my workshop 

on self esteem. In 2021 I worked with small groups from 10 children and we started with questions 

like: 'What is your favorite meal?' and 'What is your favorite animal?’ At the end of the workshop I did 

an exercise with a box. I said: “You are going to see something very beautiful in this box. Something 

that is very important to me and also to you. This thing, inside the box, has a magical power. But it 

loses his power if someone talks about it, so we are going to look in the box but you can't tell the 

others what you've seen. It's beautiful! You will be surprised.” One by one I put them on top of the 

table to make them feel even bigger and whispering in their ears things like: “It's very beautiful, very 

important, for you, for me, nobody can say anything bad about it.” They looked into the box, all 

startled, looked back at me, looked back into the box. Then they gave me a hug, I felt so much love 

from each child. The only thing in the box was a mirror. One child couldn´t look at her image in the 

mirror. I said very softly: “This is you, look, look how beautiful”. She had tears in her eyes, she hugged 

me afterwards.  I told them that sometimes circumstances in life are difficult and maybe we forget 

that everyone is very special and beautiful. I will never forget their emotional, happy faces during this 

afternoon and these are the moments that motivate me to give 100% of myself every day again!”

“I am very proud of all we achieved, but I also felt sometime 

powerless. The biggest problem was that they couldn't 

concentrate due to the lack of healthy and enough food: some 

children fall asleep during class. It wasn't a lack of sleep but 

because many children came without breakfast or even 

without eating dinner the day before. It was also frustrating 

that the children in 2020 missed so many things elementary 

for a good development: They never made puzzle, never 

worked with other material, didn't play with educational 

materials, had almost no social contact with peers and they 

didn't learn how to pronounce words. Most of them did 

receive virtual education but their parents weren't present or 

are illiterate, so they had to teach them theirselves and often 

taught themselves wrong and they had to unlearn it. 

Eskarly, teacher pre-education, working in Mama Alice 

since april 10th, 2008, shares her experiences
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We supported the students virtually via WhatsApp groups, but also in small groups in Yanama. 

Using the mobile phones, the students sent homework to their teachers. We kept in touch, provided 

extra lessons and homework guidance and referred students to our multidisciplinary team when we 

noticed a worrisome home situation or when the students couldn´t or didn´t complete the 

homework on time. This allowed us to prevent an increasement of school dropouts and psychosocial 

problems.

In 2021 NGO Mama Alice worked with 296 primary school students (160 girls and 136 boys)

Out of the 296 students, 192 students attended all Mama Alice activities.

The regular group of students consisted of 87 boys and 105 girls.

6 children  to psychology because of psychological problems: 2 children because of concentration problems. 1 child 

because of impulsive behavior and 1 child because of speech problems. 

Furthermore 4 children were schooldropouts and therefore derivated to social work.

Jorge, teacher 

I feel proud of my work in Mama Alice and of myself. Despite the fact that we lent 80 telephones, there were still 

several children in Yanama who did not have a mobile telephone. So I invited 10 of these kids in our office, we 

agreed a time with their own teachers and I broadcast the teacher's lesson. Mama Alice paid for my transportation 

and homework printing.  After broadcasting, I helped with their homework. Their public schoolteacher and 

parents, and of course the students, were very grateful and happy. 

Carmen, teacher. 

We mainly helped the children digitally. One child I didn´t know, called me late in the evening: “Please miss, help 

me with my homework. My name is Tanya.” I was a littlebit tired, but I took my time and spent an hour explaining 

about nouns. At the end I asked: “did you understand everything?” Then the girl admitted that she hadn't written 

down anything because she couldn't write. She said she wanted to write 'dog' so I started to explain. But the girl 

was distracted and so happy with my attention that she wanted to show me everything in her home: :”Look miss, 

my brother, look miss, our garden.” I told her that we first have to study and afterwards I wanted to see her home, 

but then her phonecredit ran out and she had to wait weeks before she received the new monthly credit every 

family receives from Mama Alice and then I had to explain everything from the beginning again.” 

To improve in 2022

Schedule extra activities according to festive dates.

Continue working on the emotional part of the child. 

Group 3

Group 4

Group 7

Group 5

Group 8

Group 6

TOTAL

34

34

24

35

30

35

192

Boys Girls

18

15

11

14

10

19

87

16

19

13

21

20

16

105

PRIMARY SCHOOL

Derivations
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Due to the great demand for support from primary school students who are less able to do their 

homework independently, the team of teachers, including secondary school teachers, has mainly 

focused on this target group. Only 6 secondary school students were intensively supervised because 

of the emotional circumstances and because of the hight risk of dropping out of school, creating a 

major negative impact on themselves and their families. Sporadically (on average once a week) we 

supported 61 secondary school students.

SECUNDARY SCHOOL

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION

In addition to our program for hundreds of students every day, we offer a specific program for a 

small group of primary school children: individual education for students with a large disadvantage 

at school. They often cannot read or write yet, exhibit behavioral and socio-emotional problems and 

often come from very difficult home situations. Several times a week this group of students receive 

classes from our teachers. The children are taught with a lot of patience, creativity and enthusiasm. 

After one year, some of them are among the best students in their class. 

Ferreol, teacher 

There was a moment when I became overwhelmed: in the beginning we were very afraid of covid 

contamination. Mama Alice decided to work with groups consisting of maximum 5 children. I 

work with all the students from 5th and 6th year primary school, but also with the students from 

secondary school, so every day at least 30 students asked for my help. Some of them were so 

desperate. I decided to work with all the chairs and tables that were available in my classroom, 

because I just couldn't resist the despair in their eyes anymore. In a Mama Alice meeting, Elba 

criticized my colleague Jorge for having 10 students at his classes, I didn´t say anything, but I 

worked sometimes with double amount of students. I did oblige all the children to wear mouth 

masks. I had to choose ... and chose to help as many children as possible in their despair.

Results

59 students did not have to retake exams, 5 students had to retake one exam, 3 students had to 

retake two exams and 2 students have to repeat the schoolyear. Nevertheless, we are very satisfied 

because Peruvian secondary education has been struggling with a lot of school drop-outs and poor 

results in the past two years. For most secondary school students in Peru, virtual education was very 

difficult and sometimes even impossible due to lack of means of communication and poor 

preparation of the teachers of the public schools.

We got so much gratitude from the public schools in Yanama. Their teachers could only 
educate virtually and faced many difficulties. We had almost daily contact with the public school 
teachers. When students lost contact with their school, the Mama Alice teachers went looking 

for them. The teachers from the public school in Yanama were in conflict with their 
management because their director was very authoritarian. The school's teachers were so 

concerned about the high percentage of students that were absent, that they constantly asked 
Mama Alice for help. Public school teacher Julia told us that her colleagues complain about 

information denied to them. They didn´t receive any support to improve their virtual lessons and 
were demotivated terribly.  

Teacher Julia: “Fortunately, Mama Alice is here to give us some hope again.”
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For other students it is more difficult. Our goal for them is to reach the level of their classmates. 

Yanama Public Primary School has referred 13 students with severe learning disabilities and / or 

severe learning difficulties to Mama Alice, of which 12 from the second grade.

In individual education  all students have difficulties to concentrate, learning new things and 

remembering them. The Mama Alice teachers have to be creative and always find new ways to 

receive the attention or seek for methods to make the children understand. 

Working in a team

The children participating in invidual education, often have multiple problems. Not only problems at 

school, but we often see problems in the family and a lack of good social and communiation skills in 

all family members. Like in Zaida's and Jaime's family: Both children participate in individual 

education because both have problems at school. Their stepfather is losing his sight and all family 

members were constantly stressed and worried.  The family comes from the rainforest, has little 

education and the children are not brought up well. They didn't talk and when they spoke it was 

quite coarse language. The teachers worked together with the Mama Alice social workers and with 

this intensive help, one of the children improved very quickly, the other needed a bit more time. 

Lucia, the Mama Alice nurse, also started to work with the family and at the end of 2021 we saw 

many improvements. We only could achieved this working in a multidisciplinary team.  The father 

said: “In the beginning I was depressed and I begged Mama Alice to help me te earn some money. 

Your social workers helped me to sell popcorn downtown, plus I got less worried about my kids at 

school because their teacher are satisfied about their improvements. You got me going again!”

Score test

Early 2021:

End of 2021:

< 5.5 

48%

5.5 - 7

52%

22%

7-10

78%

Teacher Maribel: “Every time my 
students learn something new, their 
eyes brighten up. I enjoy that 
moment so much, I feel so satisfied. 
The children become proud of 
themselves and every time I see this 
happening I know: I was not 
mistaken in choosing this career. 
Sometimes I even get tears in my 
eyes from pride.”

Jordy is in fifth grade. He had been in individual lessons for a long time, but because he lived 
far away (5 km away from Mama Alice, almost 1 hour walk), he didn´t assist regularly. He could 
not read and write. But on the child's own initiative he participated again in 2021. Because of 
his incredibly effort and enthusiasm, he reached the level of his classmates at the end of the 
year. A great success story of Mama Alice giving only the tools and Jordy doing the hard work.
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 We believe that a sustainable improvement of the community is only achieved when all aspects of 

life are addressed. In Ayacucho many young people would like to learn a trade, but do not have the 

financial possibility to receive vocational training. 

In our vocational trainings it's our goal for young  people not only to learn a trade but also to 

improve their social behavior to have better job opportunities (without exploitation) and positive 

ambitions for professional and personal improvement.

Cook, Bartender and Waiter 

Peru is a top culinary destination for tourists with its multi-award-winning gastronomy. All 

Peruvians are very proud of the beautiful Peruvian dishes. On every corner in Peru there is a 

restaurant and you can choose from all price ranges. Peru offers high level and expensive 3-year 

professional chef training courses, but the greatest demand on the labor market is for good cooks 

(not chefs). Our 1-year training has been adapted to this demand. In order to give as many young 

people as possible access to the labor market, the training also consists of the modules service 

(waiter) and bar. 

Model of Change Regarding Vocational Training

Vocational trainings 

RESULTS
• Majority of graduates 

find a job or continue 

their studies. 

•  Chances of derailment 

are much smaller. 

•  A better future for the 

student and his (future) 

family increases 

enormously as a result of 

completing the 

vocational training. 

INTERVENTION
• We provide better 

financial future 

opportunities by offering 

vocational training in the 

community. 

•  We work on improving 

self- image and 

increasing social skills. 

•  Focus on 

entrepreneurial skills. 

Students are prepared 

for the job market. 

INITIAL SITUATION 
• 10.5% of the Ayacuchan 

youth do not study and 

have no permanent job. 

•  Most unemployed live in 

communities like 

Yanama. Access to the 

labor market is very 

difficult, merits are low 

and there are no 

opportunities for growth. 

•  Lack of resources to pay 

for education or 

vocational training. 

•  Unemployed young 

people have a higher 

chance of derail and have 

a bad influence on peers 

in their environment.

Kevin is quiet, shy, serious, reserved, has a very low self-esteem and there´s nothing about his 

physics he likes. Kevin lives with his father, mother and 12-year-old brother. His (very young) 

parents sell food in Quinua. During his internship in QuinuaQ, he changed and learned a lot. In 

the first months he often dissapeared and we found him crying in the bathroom or in a corner. 

He felt like everyone was watching and criticizing him. He needed a lot of motivation and 

people believing in him. At the end of 2021 Kevin was one of the best interns and the guests in 

our restaurant QuinuaQ love him because he is hard working, very friendly and humble. We 

believe he has a wonderful future ahead of him.
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15 Students were registered in early 2021. 2 Students dropped out during the year. The group of 

students in 2021 consist of young people with various problems. Two of them belonged to a 

hooligans group and another boy lived for many years on the streets. Most of the students presented 

self-esteem problems. Our students learned to identify their own strengths and those of their peers, 

to trust themselves and the people around them. They are beginning to heal their wounds, learn to 

identify their qualities, strengthen their self-esteem and increase their self-confidence. This group 

continues their Mama Alice vocational training in 2022. 

Eber; “My mother is disabled, she sells candy in the 

park. I remember that when I was approximately 7 

years old I saw how my stepfather savagely beat my 

mother and left her lying on the floor, full of blood. I 

didn't know what to do, so I went to my neighbor to 

ask her for help and they took her to the hospital. I 

thought my mother was going to die and I felt guilty 

for not having defended her because I hid under the 

bed, afraid of him hitting me too. When my mom left 

the hospital, my stepfather came home and my mom 

received him as if nothing had happened. My 

stepfather kept hitting my mom. Around the time I 

was 9 years old, when my stepfather came home drunk  

again. I stopped being afraid, I grabbed a broomstick 

and hid behind a cylinder. He started insulting and 

hitting my mom. I hit him in the back and when I 

turned around he wanted to hit me but I defended 

myself and hit him on the head again. He was bleeding 

and left the house. Then my mom got upset with me, 

she told me I was spoiled and that I should respect my 

elders. My stepfather returned the next day, he told 

me he was going to report me. He managed to turn my 

mother against me and she told me to leave the house. 

I didn't want to leave, because I was taking care of my 

little siblings and paid for their food, but they forced 

me to leave. I didn't have anywhere to go, so I slept on 

the streets, made new friends, we had to steal to eat. 

We started sniffing glue to forget about the cold in the 

nights. Every time I went visiting my home, I hoped 

my mother would say: “Come back to live with us my 

son.” But that never happend. I liked to sit in the park 

seeing parents playing with their children, I wondered 

where my father was and why he had abandoned us. I 

went to Ica, there I met a girl and now we have two 

daughters. In 2021 I returned to Ayacucho. I decided to 

become a cook and give my daughters a better future. I 

want my daughters to have a better future and above 

all that they always have their father present. Because 

if my father hadn't abandoned us, life would have been 

very different”.

Impact
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QuinuaQ is a hospitality Traning Centre and offers vocational training to local young adults, to 

become a trained cook, bartender and waiter. The training gives the students an opportunity to 

develop themselves and focus on a better future. 

The many and prolonged lockdowns and curfews created a difficult situation for the QuinuaQ team. 

In 2021, the catering industry was not allowed to open on Sundays and public holidays, while on the 

days off, the Ayacuchan families go to the countryside for a day, making it the busiest day of the 

week in QuinuaQ. There was hardly any national tourism, let alone international tourism. But people 

craved fresh air and space and on the days when it was possible, QuinuaQ received many guests. All 

this added together, our social enterprise was just able to make it. 

Successes:

We were able to contract former vocational training students: Imagery, Flor Micaela, Kimberly, Mery, 

Daniel and Lida. And youngsters from Lorenzayocc-Quinua: Jacky, Irma  and Cesar. 

Hospitality Training Center QuinuaQ
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Besides creating vocational training, internships and job opportunities, we could support NGO 

Mama Alice with the following payments and investments in the Mama Alice property HTC: 

Local maintenance: S/ 4.000,00

Salary guard: S/ 14.400,00

Pay property taks: S/ 650,00

Build roof terrace: S/ 10.000,00

Improvement road to QuinuaQ: S/ 2.000,00

Difficulties:

• Lack of customers, especially during the week and Saturdays

• No rent was paid to owner NGO Mama Alice despite the verbal agreement due to low profit

• The pandemic restrictions (For example: mandatory closing on Sundays and no 100% occupancy 

allowed) made it difficult to remain optimistic.

• We had to implement new rules: for our kitchen we had to add two extra cook stations and we 

needed to create more distance between waiters and cooks. We had to wear a double mouth cap, 

oblige the staff to be vaccinated, cutlery had to go in the oven after the dishes to kill all possible 

bacteria and we were not allowed to offer a buffet.
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For the sustainable improvement of (future) opportunities for children, education is crucial in 

our view. However, education alone is not enough. The psychosocial circumstances of the 

children and young people we work with, form a heavy obstacle to achieving good educational 

results, a better self-image, better social skills and access to the labor market. All aspects that 

influence this are tackled by Mama Alice and through this we break through the poverty spiral 

from different angles. The welfare team consists of psychologists, social workers and a nurse. We 

work preventively and guide the children and their families who are referred to the welfare team 

by Mama Alice colleagues and by the public schools. The team of social workers also does 

community work. 

Social Work 

The Mama Alice social workers teach the Mama Alice children and their families about resources 

and how to develop particular skills. For parents these skills consist often of the caring discipline 

of children, effective communication, the prevention of violence and basic commercial and social 

skills. With the children our social workers focus on improving self-esteem, social skills and the 

circumstances at home and at school.

Well-Being 

INITIAL SITUATION 
Conflicts in the 80s and 90s left major social economic and psychological scars that still have 

a large effect on today's children: 

• 73.8% of the girls and boys from 9 to 11 years, and 81.3% of adolescents between 12 and 17 

years old, said in 2015 that they were victims of psychological or physical violence at 

some time in their lives. 

•  26.4% of the mothers and 23.1% of the parents used physical punishment with their 

daughters and sons in 2016. 

•  8,748 minors lived in institutions in 2012. It is known that for every year that a girl or 

child under 3 years of age lives in an institution he/she loses 4 months of development. 

•  832,000 girls and boys aged 6 to 13 worked in 2011; 37% of the group of 14 to 17 worked 

more than 36 hours a week. 

INTERVENTION
• Personal support for 

children and families 

with serious problems 

Information on physical 

and psychological topics 

to large groups 

•  Health, sexuality, family 

planning and treatment 

RESULTS
• Problems in the family reduced Living conditions 

improved The self-esteem is increased 

•  The problem-solving capacity of the children and 

family members is increasing, which means that in 

they will be able to better cope with situations in the 

future 

•  Hygiene and diet improved 

•  Highly improved school performance, which 

increases the chance of a positive future for the 
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Impact

In 2021 the social workers support 351 children and family members. The goal was to support 342, 

but there were more participants and thanks to the help of several interns social work, we could 

receive all the children in our workshops. 

We organised ´positive parenting´ training sessions for 12 families. 

We worked individually with 10 children and intensively with 19 families. 

Social work also received 25 lighter (less intensive) cases. 

In 2021 we closed 19 cases satisfactorily at the end of the year. 

A selected group of children, adolescents and parents received a whole trajectory of workshops to 

improve the home situation. The enthusiasm of all participants to learn and improve the situation at 

home also gave us extra strength and motivation as a team. We divided the group into parents, 

adolescents and children so that we could focus specifically on what was going on in each group. It 

was very satisfying to see that positive developments were taking place in all participating families. 

With regard to the mothers of our children, we noticed that they are more independent from their 

husbands and are learning to make their own decisions on their own, as well as knowing and 

recognizing their abilities and qualities, strengthening their self-esteem; on the other hand, there 

are women who are seeking to be emotionally and economically independent and are no longer so 

subjugated to their partner, in this way they are positively influencing the formation of their 

personality and the upbringing of their children.
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A 8 years old girl Ana told us her sad history about her father who was very agressive to her 
and her mother. He was sent to prison. The mother met another man, but again the girl was 
victim of mental and fysical abuse, now from her stepdad and also her mother. We started a 
support trajectory. The mother not only talked about her agressive ex-husband but also about 
her own childhood and the abuse she herself suffered from her parents.  After a long and 
emotional process we saw a difference in the behavior of the mother. She now is able to see 
the positive conduct of her daughter instead of being focused on the moments her child isn´t 
obedient. She now sees how much harm the violence caused her daughter. She learned other 
ways to correct Ana.  In our last meeting the mother said: "Sometimes I still tremble with anger. 
I don't know how to react, but learned how to breath to calm down. I think about what strategy 
to use and my anger subsides. The violence in our family disapeared because also my 
husband calmed down. I suddenly realize my daughter is most of the time obedient and sweet. 
Without fighting all the time, the conduct of my 5-years old son also improved a lot. I am so 
grateful to Mama Alice for making me so much calmer and happier.

About our work

In Peru children regularly don´t show up at their appointments or aren't at home when our social 

workers go to the family for guidance. During the football camps, which lasted a week, our social 

workers were able to organize a lot of workshops and individual help. In 2021 we created a WhatsApp 

group specifically for the children from vulnerable homes. They could chat with each other and we 

invited them for coaching sessions. 

Online, we were able to give emotional help and that was supplemented with workshops in small 

groups. We worked with age groups and with themes interesting for all participants or themes 

covering similar problems that the participants face. Social work assisted and trained in totally 239 

children and family members.

Cell phones

The Mama Alice social workers are responsible for the monitoring and follow-up of the cell phones 

which Mama Alice lent to the families in Yanama. The respective visits were made to the 

beneficiaries of these cell phones. During these visits there were some problems, among them:

• Viewing adult pages.

•  Many parents leave their children alone at home all day.

•  Recurring visits to social networks and applications.

•  Some children do not report homework.

Faced with these situations, the social area reached an agreement to confront the families, make 

them understand the consequences that these problems bring. The different applications that do not 

contribute to personal development and the learning process were uninstalled and blocked. We also 

talked to the parents to spend more time with their children and be alert during the time they are 

using cell phones. At the end of december 2021 the cell phones were collected. Luckily most families 

had the equipment in good condition, others delivered the equipment damaged and one equipment 

was even lost. Many families were very grateful because the mobile phone was of great help to their 

children.
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Socio-emotional skills

Community work

To improve in 2022

The interns of Social Work developed the project ´strengthening socio-emotional skills´. In this 

project various workshops were developed that aimed to strengthen the emotional intelligence of 

children. In the workshops the children learned to speak freely about their emotions and discussed 

how to control them. The achievements were different in each child, but many mentioned they were 

now able to face and control anger or rage. They were taught a breathing technique to help them to 

calm down when they feel upset. Others mentioned that they now are less afraid to express what 

they feel and they´ve learned to listen to others. Due to lack of time, there weren´t many mothers 

participating. The biggest difficulty was that many children attended with their younger siblings. 

The little ones could not concentrate and sometimes distracted the group. Also, space was limited 

for children and the number of attendees increased each session.

We are known for changing a community from the inside-out. We empower people to seize life's 

opportunities – using their newfound, improved circumstances to help others in return. In Yanama, 

Mama Alice works in the public schools and community rooms of the poorest areas of the city. In the 

neighborhoods, Mama Alice provides crisis intervention, safety planning and referral to local service 

providers. In 2020, the first year of the pandemic, Mama Alice was most of the year the only 

organization active in Yanama. Fortunately, a number of organizations started their work again in 

2021. It is very important to us, where possible, to seek cooperation with all organizations, to refer 

or receive referrals and to inform all families about the work of each organization.

The institutions, grassroots social organizations and youth volunteer organizations we worked with 

in 2021 are: Public Schools, MINDES, Yanama board, Demuna from Carmen Alto, Comprehensive 

care center, UGEL Huamanga, Children's villages, UPE (Specialized Protection Unit), I.E.I the Angels 

of Peace of Yanama, EMC. 

• Sustainable materials for workshops to be used in several activities

• Modules with different activities adapted according to the reality of each family

• Promote punctuality within Mama Alice social work team and in the families we work with

• Promote and strengthen coordinated work with other institutions

• Improve communication between team members and teamwork

Most of Mama Alice's families are evangelican which sometimes makes our work difficult, because they 

reject medical help. Our team has to balance on a thin rope when we feel we can´t protect the child 

sufficiently because the parents have different beliefs. The community doesn't appreciate or accept us 

questioning one of their rules. We constantly have to ask ourselves whether an out-of-home placement 

is better when, for example, the child needs blood or has a broken leg, while there is a great lack of good 

assylum care in Ayacucho and while there are loving parents at home, but who do not take good care of 

their child´s psysical development.
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Psychological interventions

The Mama Alice psychologists work with a population at social risk, that present significant 

psychological distress, and needs to receive psychological attention to improve their quality of life. 

General goal: Children, adolescents and their families from Yanama receive psychosocial and health 

care to improve their environment, contributing to the development of their skills and abilities to 

optimize their quality of life in the 2021

Besides all their difficulties in life, the Mama Alice families had to deal in 2021 with the added stress 

of the pandemic, the lockdowns and the fact that many of them lost their income and livelihood.

At the beginning of 2021, the psychology area consisted of only one psychologist. In April 21 Belgian 

psychologist Edith entered and we were able to assist 34 cases.

It was possible to evaluate, refer or serve the entire population that was on the waiting list from 

2020 and a new waiting list was created where all cases requesting psychological care or referred 

cases were recorded. We gave priority to cases with alarming signs and symptoms and taking the 

other cases according to the availability of each psychologist, previously informing each family if 

their case will be taken immediately or registered on the waiting list.

A mother brought her 7-year-old daughter who had been abused at the age of six. The mother 

did not want to press charges because she herself had been abused in the past and she is 

dependent on her husband (the rapist is related to her husband). We talked about her marriage 

and she told us her husband forced her to have seks and mistreated en threatened her in many 

ways. The mother actually was depressive, this life was too difficult to cope with. After some 

months of guidance, she started to feel powered and finally escaped from her husband. She 

called Mama Alice from her new home. Hearing her happy and relieved words made us feel 

emotional and proud. She and her daughter started a new life! 

Emotional problems Learning problems 1

Behavior problems Dissociative Identity Disorder 

Sexual abuse Drug addiction 

Family problems Down syndrome

Post Trauma Stress Patients total 

16 1

5 2

4 1

3 1

1 34

PSYCHOLOGY

Number of men: 11, number of women: 23

Number of children: 18, number of teenagers: 7, number of adults: 9

From Yanama: 24, from other areas: 10

At the end of 2021 we have closed 13 cases and 21 cases are open and we will continue working 

with them in 2022. 
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Psychological consultations

Two women and one girl received one or two psychological consultations. They didn't undergo a 

therapeutic process for various reasons: 1. lack of motivation, 2. the psychologist's lack of time (case 

goes on hold) and 3. The patient does not require a therapeutic process and with one or two 

conversations the patient could face her situation independently.

 The psychological consultations provided this year were for emotional problems due to social 

isolation or having been infected with Covid-19.

In May 2021, a 17-year-old adolescent came to Dian, one our psychologists. The first sessiones 

the girl didn't speak at all. When doing exercises, it became clear to Dian that de girl was a 

victim of sexual abuse and that she suffers from a dissociative identity disorder. Dian: “Despite 

all my suggestions and questions the girl didn´t express herself in therapy . At one point I 

thought that I'd better stop, because I didn't see any progress. I asked help to my supervisor 

and I found out that it was my own need for rapid progress. The girl was traumatized and 

therefore couldn't speak. I started to make contact with her in different ways with certain 

movements and gestures. I did see some progress, but very little.” One day the young girl was 

almost raped again. This had a huge impact on her and for the next few weeks we often just sat, 

looking at each other for one hour without talking. And little by little the girl started asking 

questions herself: “What do I do if I want to tell my sister something in confidence? What do I 

do if my brother wants to hit me?” We talked about practical things and slowly the girl also 

asked Hans (music therapist) and Zoila (social worker) for help. There is still some work to do, 

but the girl is developing well and we are very happy that she has found the confidence in 

herself and in us, to express herself. 
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HEALTH

We focus in our work on children and their families and strive for improved personal hygiene 

and improved hygiene in their homes. In addition, we aim to make health care accessible to the 

families and support children and their parents with complicated diseases. 

Covid-19

Due to the spread of Covid-19, the Yanama families suffer drastic changes. Many of them lost 

their jobs, others try to earn some money by selling fruits. The lack of drinking water and 

drainage worsen the situation. In 2020 we had to adapt our work to the needs. We donated health 

kits with mouth masks and cleaning materials to all our families. In 2021 the financial situation 

was still very precarious for many Mama Alice families. Thanks to support from Duch 

foundations and donors, we could could (re)fill many health packages and support many families 

in Yanama with food packages in value between S/ 50.00 and S/ 150.00.

Despite having many difficulties, families are aware of the habit of constantly washing their 

hands, the correct use of the mask and social distancing, They learned to ventilate their homes, 

avoiding crowds and covering their mouths and noses with a handkerchief when coughing. With 

these measures they protect their own health and that of their family.

We were worried about the sick family members of our Mama Alice team and the Mama Alice 

families in Yanama. The partners of two colleagues were in the hospital on a ventilator for 

months. The colleagues received a lot of support from the close-knit Mama Alice team and 

luckily both men survived but they are still recovering.  

foto de lucy
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N° Diagnoses 

Mama Alice helped seven patients with non Covid related conditions to get hospitalized and treated by a 

specialized physician. Furthermore, Mama Alice helped patients with mild complaints. For all patients, Mama 

Alice's nurse Lucia helped the patients to recover after visiting the doctor/hospital.

We also worked with 50 children on better oral hygiene and treatment of the teeth. At the end of the year 

we were able to close the program for 38 children (25 girls, 13 boys): they brush their teeth well and all 

cavities in the teeth have been treated. With 12 children we have to continue working in 2022.

Nurse Lucia: 

In the beginning of the pandemic I thought, 'But how can I do this´? First I got sad. I cried so much, 

thinking of all those families losing jobs and their grief over the sick and people lost. Also I had to go to 

the families and explain to them about covid-19, as they are very religious and believe that everything is 

a decision of God. Luckily I speak Quechua because most parents speak hardly any Spanish. It was very 

frustrating and very sad because I saw many families in despair. Now (Spring 2022) I still cry when I 

think about the past two years. The fact that Mama Alice was able to give food packages and that we 

visited families, despite the risk, has had a huge impact. The families were able to share their concerns. 

Many mothers thank me every time we meet, saying that only thanks to Mama Alice they survived the 

pandemic.

I grew up without parents and I know how much children need our love, our hugs and our care. Despite 

the masks, we had to keep our distance. But it was impossible to be without physical contact for two 

long years while we are as a second mom/dad for the children in Yanama. So sometimes I hugged them 

gently, turning my head the other way. 

I am proud that we had thousands of face masks made in 2020 and 2021. The hygiene packages and 

mouth caps are still used daily. It's so hard to change customs in families, but these families have 

succeeded and that's why I feel very proud of them and of myself.

There were plenty of really difficult moments, for example when I knew there was corona in a family 

and I visited them, wrapped in an overall. No one wanted to be near those families anymore. I have 

chosen this profession, I am proud and happy to be able to show my support and be a great help in the 

most difficult times of their lives.  

Cancer 

Typhoid 

Headache 

allergy 

Anemia

Epilepsy 

Fungal infections 

Toothache

Appendicitis 

Conjunctivitis 

Fracture of tibia 

Stab wounds 

Diabetes 

Pneumomediastinum 

Neurocysticercosis 

Lipoma 

Wounds 

Pregnancy at risk 

Arm Fracture 

Appendicitis 

Intestinal Infection 

intoxication 

Urinary Infection 

Wart 

1

3

10

8

4

2

4

8

3

4

1

12

1

1

1

1

10

1

1

3

4

3

5

2

Impact
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Part 3: Financial Report

Control of Expenses

An important core value of NGO Mama Alice is the implementation of a transparent financial policy. NGO 

Mama Alice has laid down the guidelines for a transparent financial statement in an 'Administration 

Handbook'.

The NGO receives donations from national and international donors. Because most donors and providers of 

funds from Mama Alice don't live in Ayacucho, it is extra important to show transparently how the donations 

are spent. Since the founding of Mama Alice Peru in 2005, we have built trust with donors and funds through 

our transparent and professional financial policy.

This financial report is a short version, in English, of the complete annual report of NGO Mama Alice. Just like 

in previous years, our annual statement is audited by an independent accountant.

NGO Mama Alice has an internet bank account in Peru. A 'view only' option has been chosen at the 

bank, which means that nobody can 'move' money with internet banking.

Salaries and large payments are paid using cheques. The cheques are issued by the bank at our 

request. Flor Cuenca, our accountant, assigns and controls the cheques using the accounting system 

‘Contable’. Every cheque is checked and, after approval, signed by director Elba Zegarra and 

coordinator Zoila Rosales. Flor then hands out the cheque and checks the payment invoices and 

receipts of, for example, water and electricity.

The expenditure of NGO Mama Alice is only made within the framework of the budget. When there 

is a need for additional expenses, this is only done with the permission of the donor, the fund or 

partner.

NGO Mama Alice is registered with APCI (Agencia Peruana de Cooperacion Internacional), a 

government agency that monitors international donations. Every month the accounting is digitally 

sent to SUNAT (superintendencia Nacional de Administracion Tributaria), the National 

Superintendency of Taks Administration. SUNAT has audited Mama Alice each year

and Mama Alice passed the checks without any difficulty. With this we can furthermore guarantee 

the good performance and transparent work of Mama Alice.
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1. Budget 2021

The financial year of Mama Alice is the same as the calendar year. The budget for a calendar year is

determined in the preceding December month. If additional donations or funds are promised afterwards, an 

adjusted budget will be drawn up in the spring.

The fixed budget consists of the programs:

In addition:

The choices for vocational training by Mama Alice are examined each year and can vary with the years before. 

In 2021 Mama Alice o�ered:

Vocational training to become a cook, waiter and bartender

The budget for NGO Mama Alice for 2021 was:

• Education (Pre-primary, primary, secondary and individual education)

• Well-being (Social work, psychology and healthcare)

Individual work with children

Prevention and direct treatment

Hospitality Training Center

Primary Education students

Kindergarten students

Work with families

Construction and furnishure HTC

Individual Education students

Total Vocational Trainings

Vocational Trainings

Programs

TOTAL BUDGET 2021

Vocational training waiter/bartender/cook 2021-2022

Highschool Education students

Total budget NGO Mama Alice (excl. Vocational        

Total Hospitality Training Center

Music lessons

 25,911.95

Total in Euro

98,465.43

Total in Soles

18,884.66

9,613.93

71,761.69

36,532.95

18,896.63

0.00

 71,807.20

0.00

 11,845.6545,013.48

Total in Euros

Total in Euros

171,320.08

41,487.95

Total in Soles

Total in Soles

653,797.14

161,803.00     

 20,434.6477,651.63

129,472.13

0.00

491,994.14

0.00

 1,273.68 

 22,610.99

4,840.00

 85,921.76

41,847.95161,803.00

Trainings
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Balance Sheet

The balance sheet provides an overview of the assets and the liabilities of NGO Mama Alice as 

of December 31, 2021

Programs

Description 

Description 

Mama Alice

HTC

Equity and liabilities

Current liabilities

Machines

Total Assets

Construction  Electricity mast

Total Equity and Liabilities

Vocational trainings  

Other balances 

Total Equity

Current assets 

Assets

Vehicle 4x4

Total Current Assets

HTC building

Repair floor HTC

Pay Remunerations

Education    

Improvements road to HTC

IT equipments

Mama Alice bank account

Terrain

Furniture

Long term assets 

Total  long term Assets 

Pay to third parties

Construction ecolodges

Total Current Liabilities 

Well-being   

Maintenance water treatment

Equity

2,129.52 9,156.94  

0.29 

25,714.29

235,365.45

7,821.67

41,736.73

3,130.15

In Euros In Euros

1.00  

90000

823,779.07

27,375.85

146,078.54

10,955.53

In Soles In Soles

31-12-2021

2021

31-12-2020

2020

0.23 1.00  

167,274.37719,279.78 

 12,738.50  54,775.56  

 20,930.23 

 222,217.02 283,293.38 

4,482.68 

5,508.14

 167,274.37 

63,617.03 

0.00 

222,217.02 283,293.38  

283,293.38   

1,260.78  

2,892.81  

77,445.41  

66,763.33  

10,694.57  

0.00  

46,095.67  

7,221.71  

17,632.86  

5,358.30  

235,365.45  

518,658.83  

90,000.00  

955,533.19 991,526.84

 19,275.54 

23,685.00  

719,279.78 

273,553.23  

0.00 

991,526.84 

991,526.84 

4,412.74 

10,124.82 

271,058.95 

233,671.65 

37,431.00 

0.00 

161,334.85 

25,276.00 

61,715.06 

 18,754.06 

823,779.07 

1,815,305.91

167,274.37 235,365.45

9,971.15

194,919.11

719,279.78 823779.07

34,899.03

682,216.89

 7,396.18  31,803.58  

147,316.51

31,705.84 

814.61  

73,470.23

5,878.14

 389,491.39 518,658.83

4,858.21

 389,491.39

4,283.92

4,361.41

222,217.02

633,461.01

136,335.10 

3,502.82  

315,921.99  

 25,276.00 

1,674,812.97  1,815,305.91

20,890.30 

 1,674,812.97

18,420.84  

 18,754.06   

955,533.19

955,533.19
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Explanation Balance

The Assets concern cash and cash equivalents, specifically the balance in the current bank account (Banco de 

Credito del Peru). This money enables the implementation of activities and services by the NGO.

The long-term assets involve real estate, machines, land and equipment. It represents the value of the 

tangible fixed assets owned by the NGO, of which the lifespan is longer than one year and that have been 

acquired, developed or donated for the work of Mama Alice in Peru.

Our long-term assets consist out of:

Current liabilities

Pay remunerations

The pending payments of the social benefits that corresponds to each Mama Alice worker in November and 

December 2021. 

Pay to third parties

Internet costs of Yanama students, camera security in the office and materials for Yanama. 

To pay

Received funds for activities next years programs: Education, Well-being, Vocational Training 

• Machines and equipment for professional training (metal work, machine sewing, carpentry).

• Transport unit. Pick up, 4x4.

• Furniture and Equipment (Educational, sports and recreational furniture and equipment)

• Computer equipment, computer programs and other equipment. 

• Terrain 

• Construction (HTC)

The long-term assets are included at cost plus expenses required for the installation. Assets received as 

adonation are valued at reasonable market value on the date of the donation.

For our multidisciplinary team Mama Alice bought 12 laptops to be able to work at home and to use them in 

their work with the children and families in Yanama. We bought deskcomputers for Elba and Flor, because 

due to intensive use there were increasingly problems with their former computers.  Due to deficiencies in 

the components of Enrique´s computer, we bought new components.  

Current Assets

Long-term assets

Equity and Liabilities 
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Income statement

The income statement provides an overview of the income and expenditure of NGO Mama Alice for 2021.

Explanation Income statement

NGO Mama Alice receives mainly donations for specific proyects: 

Foundation Mamita Alice funds our primary and secondary school education-activities. 

Foundation Kinderen van de Zon funds our educational programs pre-primary and individual education. 

Furthermore this foundation funds our well being activities, the music lessons and in 2021 this partner paid 

our vocational training. 

We organised Football camps for our children thanks to a great donation from the UEFA Foundation. 

Extra activities and workshops in 2021 were sponsored by The World of Children Foundation, funds from the 

Netherlands and small private donations in Peru. All (re-)construction work and other costs for our 

Hospitality Training Center, are paid by funds specifically donated for this goal.

Income statement 2021

Categories

Income

Main programs Mama Alice

Foundation Mamita Alice

Foundation Kinderen van de Zon

Individual work with children

 UEFA Foundation

HTC

Other donations

Work with families

Highschool education

Primary education

Preventión and direct treatment

Subtotal UEFA Foundation

Subtotal other donations

Subtotal HTC

TOTAL MAIN PROGRAMS MAMA ALICE

TOTAL MAIN PROGRAMS MAMA ALICE AND HTC

Vocational training

Subtotal Kinderen van de Zon

Subtotal Foundation Mamita Alice

Football camps

Primary Education

Constructions and implementations

Music lessons

Pre-primary educatión, individual 

 22,888.37  98,420.00 

 25,528.80 

 26,169.14 

Total in Euros

Fecha

 109,773.85 

112,527.32 

Total in Soles

Fecha

 19,027.91   81,820.00 

 21,023.26 

 113,105.43 

90,400.00  

486,353.34 

 39,532.08  

 4,926.72  

 13,975.87

 169,987.94   

 21,184.88 

60,096.23   

51,697.95 222,301.17 

 1,148.84  4,940.00   

22,907.75 

 26,109.30 

 98,503.34 

 112,270.00 

 39,532.08  

 4,926.72  

13,975.87

 209,262.17 

 223,238.04 

169,987.94 

 21,184.88   

 60,096.23 

 899,827.33 

959,923.56
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Expenses

Categories

Main programs Mama Alice

HTC

Salaries - short contracts

Salaries well-being, education and office personal - 

year contracts

Health costs

Transport students (football camps and vocational trainings

Office materials

Repair roof HTC 

Cleaning materials 

Delimitation borders terrain HTC 

Food, hygiene packages for families

Results income and expenses 2021

Depletion of fixed assets MA

Depletion of fixed assets HTC

Basic services 

Internet costs students and families Yanama

Subtotal

Costs pick up car 4x4

Subtotal

Materials and ingredients vocational training

Systems maintenance

Construction of electricity system, medium tension

Transport team Mama Alice 

Auditor Accountant

Tecnical study and construction water treatment 

installation

Office costs (international health care and visum costs)

Improvement road to HTC

Municipal services and maintenance

Total

Bank costs

Extra activities (Christmas etc.)

Costs in Lima

24,564.40   105,626.90 

74,814.12

In Euros

321,700.71 

In Soles

1,089.75   4,685.91 

8,145.35 35,025.00 

13,042.24 

912.33 

26,268.27 

56,081.62   

3,923.00 

112,953.56  

697.67   

26,740.63 

4,912.19 

954.65 

1,097.06 

245,613.10

210.82 

3,000.00 

114,984.72  

21,122.40 

4,105.00 

4,717.37     

1,056,136.33   

906.51 

8,644.71 37,172.27 

13,361.55  57,454.66   

395.28 1,699.70 

4,906.07   

819.65 

922.51  

697.67 

712.09    

-22,375.06

3,406.62

13,604.49

4,368.77 

9,398.47  

69,085.37  

925.75 

176,527.73 

21,096.09 

3,524.50 

3,966.79   

3,000.00    

3,062.00  

-96,212.17

14,648.45

58,499.32

18,785.70  

40,413.43  

297,067.10  

3,980.72 

759,069.23 

*Because the Euro-Sol exchange rate is extremely volatile, we used the same exchange rate that the 

budget is based on (1 euro = 4.3 sol).
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Explanation of the Expenses 

Permanent Salaries and Fees

Transport Cost

Permanent salaries are the full-time permanent contract salaries. Fees are salaries with a month-to-month 

contract and payments to freelancers.

Board members and volunteers receive no salaries. During 2020, the monthly net salary of project advisor 

Fréderique Kallen was € 1.778,00 and the monthly net salary of director Elba Zegarra Vila was € 784,00.

In 2021 NGO Mama Alice employed the following people:

Our activities in Yanama and in Quinua are located far from Ayacucho center (respectively ½ hour drive 

and a 1-hour drive). Due to the pandemic, there was less public transport between Ayacucho and 

Quinua, staff and students had to be shuttled back and forth, which meant an increase in the transport 

cost.

There is a daily bus from the center to Yanama (half an hour per ride) but there is no public transport in 

the evening from Yanama to Ayacucho. Staff coming back from Yanama depended on taxi rides.

Mama Alice Team

Frederique Justine Geraldine Kallen

Flor de Maria Cuenca Pillpe

Elba Sahara Zegarra Vila

Administration

1.00 FTE

1.00 FTE

1.00 FTE

Jorge Luis Allca Huamani

Teresa Amorin Martinez

Ferreol Janampa Martínez

Erika Mariela Puente Loyo

Eskarly Jenny Huamaní Caycho

Carmen Marilu Montes Cabrera

Education

1.00 FTE

0.6   FTE

1.00 FTE

0.6   FTE

1.00 FTE

0.6   FTE

Aleksander Matta Juscamaita

Vocational training Cook-Waiter-Bartender

1.00 FTE

Edith Ann Cloet

Lucia Inca Diaz

Zoila Rosales Palomino

Dian Gianella Angela Rojas Quispe

Jose Luis Conga Flores

Mayra Corilla Morote

Well-being

0.6   FTE

0.6   FTE

1.00 FTE

1.00 FTE

1.00 FTE

1.00 FTE

Explanation Income statement
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Budget 2022

Budget community work, educational  and 

psychosocial help to children and families

Individual work with children

Prevention and direct treatment

Extra Project costs 

Primary Education students

Kindergarten students

Work with families

Training team Mama Alice 

Individual Education students

Sub total Vocational Trainings

Total Budget 2022

Vocational Trainings

ANBI costs

Vocational training waiter/bartender/cook 2022

furniture maintenance

Highschool Education students

Furniture restraint

Sub total

Sub total budget 

Administration costs

Music lessons

20.738,6889.176,33

30.176,10

11.111,72

In Euros

129.757,24

47.780,39

In Soles

16.308,15

8.372,09

70.125,04

36.000,00

11.029,8447.428,31

In Euros

1.860,41

12.323,80 

2.790,70

In Soles

8.000,00

52.992,32      

12.000,00

1.162,79

28.495,55

5.000,00

122.530,88

26.744,44115.001,09

136.870,57

14.309,51

588.543,44 

61.530,88 

1.125,58 

19.636,06

4.840,00

84.435,05

12.323,8075,77   

 

177.689,92 

52.992,32

          764.066,64  
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• Frederique Kallen – Text 

• Enrique Montes – Photos and design 

Thanks to: Flor de María Cuenca Pillpe, Stan Wintraecken, team NGO Mama Alice  

Contact  

NGO Mama Alice  

Address: Jirón Callao #357 Ayacucho Perú  
Tel: (0051) (0) 66317963 
Mail: info@mamaalice.org 
SWIFT: BCPLPEPL 
IBAN: 00222000171988903624 
Website: www.mamaalice.org   
Facebook: h�ps://www.facebook.com/Mama.Alice.Peru  

 

QuinuaQ  

Address: Quinua – Lorenzayocc 
Tel: (0051) (0) 946393256 
Website: h�ps://www.quinuaq.com/  
Facebook: h�ps://www.facebook.com/Ecolodge.QuinuaQ  

Editorial Staff

    
ColophonColophonColophonColophon    
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